BANKRUPTCY	529
the distribution fall to be decided by English law as being the
lex fori. The law which distributes the assets must necessarily
regulate the manner and course of distribution.
Thus, whether a debt is admissible of proof/ whether a Examples
creditor of a partnership can prove against the separate estate
of an individual partner,2 whether a foreign creditor who
proves in the bankruptcy can be compelled to restore property
which he has improperly obtained from the debtor,3 and ques-
tions of priority of payment,4 are all matters that must be
governed by the lex fori $
5. Discharge
Since the effect of a discharge in bankruptcy is to free the
debtor from liabilities incurred prior to the order of discharge,
it is important to know whether a discharge in one country is an
effective plea in another. Where must the order of discharge be
made in order to have universal effect ? The answer that Eng-
lish law makes to this question depends upon whether or not
the order is made under the provisions of an imperial statute.
If the bankruptcy occurs in England,6 Ireland7 or Scotland,8 Effect of
any order of discharge that is made prevails throughout the ^British
dominions of the Crown, no matter what may be the proper dominions
law of the transaction under which the cause of action arose.9
'Where the discharge,' said Bovill C.J., *is created by the legislature
or laws of a country which has a paramount j urisdiction over another
country in which the debt or liability arose, or by the legislature or laws
which govern the tribunal in which the question is to be decided, such
a discharge may be effectual in both countries in the one case, or in pro-
ceedings before the tribunal in the other case. This is only consistent
with justice in the case of bankruptcy, as the debtor is thereby deprived
of the whole of his property wherever it may be situate, subject to the
special laws of any particular country which may be able to assert a
jurisdiction over it.'10
1	Ex pane Melbourn (1870), L.R. 6 Ch. 64.
2	Brickwoodv. Miller (1817), 3 Mer. 279; cp. In re Doetsch, [1896] 2 Ch.
836.
3	Exparte Robertson (1875), L.R. 20 Eq. 733.
4	Thurbum v. Bteward(\^i\ L.R. 3 P.C. 478.
5	As to the difficulty of distinguishing between administration, i.e. procedure,
and substance see Blom-Cooper, op. cit., pp. 141 et seqq.
6	Bankruptcy Act, 1914.
7	Bankruptcy and Insolvency (Ireland) Act, 1857.
8	Bankruptcy (Scotland) Act, 1913.	9 Dicey, p. 697.
10 Ellis v. MHenry (1871), L.R. 6 C.P. 228, 234-5; and see the authorities
there cited.
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